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and managing apps, configs 

and files.
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Barcode-based device staging 
utility offering hundreds of 
script commands for you to 

work with.

OEMConfig
If you are using a third party 
EMM, OEMConfig will allow  

those EMM solutions to 
configure unitech specific 

settings on the device.

Enterprise Launcher
Secure your devices by kiosking 
them with Enterprise Launcher. 

Block access to the Android 
system and only allow limited 

number of apps to be run.

Monitor advanced Battery 
health and manage the battery
replacement cycle. Use with 

MoboLink to get real-time 
attery health alerts delivered to 

your phone.

Unitech offers a number of SDK toolkits for developers to 
write apps that can interact with the unitech devices for the 
mobile, scanner, and the RFID product lines.

Battery info Software Update
Check and install software 

updates online. 
To let a device always stay 

up-to-date, setup the device 
to automatically check and 

install  for updates on boot up.

System Update Center
Check and install firmware 
updates via FOTA. You can 

update the firmware via online 
FOTA server, or by using a OTA 

ZIP file placed in the internal 
storage.

UNote

A simple text viewer and 
editor for use in your work 

flows.

Startup

Auto-run apps when device 
boots up.

TagAccess

For versatile functions of RFID 
command via integrating with 

Unitech RFID Readers.

KeyRemap

Reprogram physical buttons 
to act as another key or to 

launch an app.

NTP Server Settings

Customize the NTP server 
setting to keep your device 
date and time synchronized.

Logger

An easy and fast way to 
get logs from a device. 

Unitech Scanner Utility

An Android application 
which helps users connect, 

configure and use a 
supported Unitech 
Bluetooth scanner.
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WLAN Advanced

Configure advanced WLAN 
settings such as power 

saving mode and roaming 
parameters.

USS USS Profiles

Configure all scanner 
settings with friendly user 
interface and enable the 

service to make scanning 
data as keypad input.

USS Camera

Capture barcode data using 
the device camera and 
send the data to your 

applications as keyboard 
inputs. 

Enterprise Keyboard

Enterprise Keyboard gives 
various methods for user to 

input data to enhance 
efficiency and productivity.




